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too short to extend outside the rear fender; upward displacement of the tailpipe by an earlier impact
had resulted in exhaust gases striking and corroding the inner fender panel. The only car in which the
entire exhaust system appeared to be in good order had a gravel shield under the rear bumper, which
deflected exhaust fumes forward toward a large rusted-out area in the rear fender," the researchers said.
For 16 of the 23 vehicles that had been examined after a carbon monoxide fatality, records
showed that "a point of entry (for exhaust fumes) was sought and found. Usually fumes entered
through holes in the floor of the passenger compartment, fender panels or trunk (from which fumes can
easily enter the passenger compartment of most cars). In two instances, fumes apparently entered
through holes in the trunk or spare tire well that were originally plugged with rubber at time of
manufacture."
Rust was "a major factor in most cases, having caused a combination of exhaust system defects
plus holes in the body. Even two-year-old cars had significant rust damage .... In addition to rust
damage, mechanical damage to components of the exhaust system or to the body was involved in several
cases."
Seven of the 23 examined cars had at least one window open for a distance of up to 4 inches,
and in one of them "exhaust fumes may actually have entered through this window as well as through
the trunk."

VICTIMS
Almost half of the persons who died had been drinking. Thirty-three of the 66 persons tested
were found to have alcohol concentrations ranging from 0.04 per cent to 0.30 per cent. The median age
of those who died was 30. Forty-three of the 68 were males. The bulk of the deaths occurred during
winter months, and "usually it appeared that the engine had been left running so the heater could wann
the car." Almost all the studied deaths occurred at night.
"Three-fourths of the deaths involved men sleeping in cars or couples parked in cars, under
circumstances that reflect the wide variety of uses to which automobiles are put. Many of the men had
been in the habit of sleeping in their cars after they had been drinking. Back trouble led one man to
sleep in his station wagon. A married couple died at a drive-in movie; a young unmarried couple was
sitting in a car in the girl's driveway; many couples were parked in remote areas suited to romantic
activities .... No doubt there were some instances in which sleep was not intended but was induced by
the combination of alcohol and carbon monoxide," the researchers said.

COUNTERMEASURES
Countenneasure possibilities that should be explored, the paper concludes, include:
• Designing vehicles so as to "completely eliminate the production of carbon monoxide" and
thus to eliminate both deliberate and inadvertent deaths caused by it. "Reducing the concentration of
carbon monoxide, now possible w.ith exhaust emission control devices, would decrease the likelihood
that lethal concentrations of carbon monoxide would build up inside cars." The authors noted that one
car in their study was so equipped-"but the device had been disconnected to provide additional
horsepower!"
• "Better separation of exhaust fumes from the passenger compartment,"such as by release of
fumes in altered directions, tighter sealing of openings between trunks and passenger compartments,
location of exhaust system components so they are less subject to impact and resulting rupture and use
of "less corrodible materials" to inhibit rusting of relevant structures.
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Carbon Monoxide Deaths: Excerpts From The Report
CRASHES
"The present investigation raises the
question of the possible role of sublethal
doses of carbon monoxide in motor vehicle
crashes. Occasional crashes have resulted
from exhaust fumes in the passenger compartment, but investigations of large series
of fatally injured drivers indicate that carboxyhemoglobin levels greater than those
associated with smoking are uncommon.
However, the growing popularity of airconditioned cars can be expected not only
to make death in closed cars a year-round
phenomenon instead of one primarily associated with cool weather, but also to increase the likelihood of CO poisoning in
moving vehicles. "

SMOKING, DRINKING
"There is also evidence of a synergistic
effect of alcohol and carbon monoxide,
leading to death at lower carboxyhemoglobin saturation levels when the
blood alcohol concentration is
high. . . .
"Furthermore, the marked association between heavy drinking and heavy
smoking noted by (Dr. Julian) Waller and
(Kenneth) Thomas (in an earlier paper)
suggests that many intoxicated persons in
the presen t study may have been smoking
heavily, thus causing additional carboxyhemoglobin elevation."

• "Effective periodic motor vehicle inspection (PMVI) might be expected to help," the
researchers said. However, they pointed out that "of the 32 states that have periodic inspections only 16
check for floor pan holes that would permit fumes to enter a car, and none requires inspection for holes
in the fender panels. Two states with PMVI do not even require a check for defective exhaust pipes or
mufflers."
Although Maryland does not have periodic motor vehicle inspection (cars are inspected only at
time of resale or transfer), the effectiveness of current inspection procedures in other states "may be
questioned since three vehicles in this study were registered in states that include the exhaust system in
their yearly or twice-yearly inspection," the researchers reported.
One of the three, discovered by Masemore, "had been 'inspected' only a week before obvious and
long-standing rust damage caused a death in a neighboring state. This car was of particular interest
because a month later another person died while sleeping in it, in Maryland.
"There is a need for an established procedure to ensure that a car in which someone has been
poisoned by carbon monoxide will be impounded until the problem is corrected. Unfortunately, police
may close these cases without taking ·steps to protect future users of these cars. It is a matter of concern
that many police reports-even those that were otherwise very detailed-made no mention of inspecting
the vehicle to determine how poisoning had occurred, or of warning the owners of the hazards involved
in using the car."
The paper states: "Considering the power of human needs for sleep, sex and warmth, and the
ready availability of automobiles which can provide not only heat but also privacy for the tirst two
needs, perhaps the remarkable thing is that these deaths are not even more numerous ....
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"The problem created by these hazardous defects in vehicles must be publicized so that owners
and mechanics will recognize potentially lethal situations and correct them. Although some defects
might not be noticed by owners, many vehicles in this series showed evidence of poor maintenance, with
failure to repair obvious damage caused by rust and impacts .... Apparently many people need to be
protected by measures that don't depend upon human discretion."
Single prepublication copies of the paper are available by writing to the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, Suite 300, Watergate Six Hundred, Washington, D.C. 20037.

House Gets Bill For Bumper Standards
The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce has approved and sent to the House a
revised version of the "Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act" (HR 11627) that would require
the Department of Transportation to establish "bumper standards for passenger motor vehicles" within 18
months after the bill becomes law.
The House is expected to vote on the bill later this month. If the bill is passed by the House it will be
referred to a joint House-Senate conference committee for resolution of differences that exist between it
and a Senate-passed version (S.976).
The most significant difference between the two bills is in the scope of damage-limiting authority
each would give DOT. The House bill would restrict DOT's authority to issuing standards that deal with
bumper performance only. The Senate-passed version would give DOT authority to regulate the overall
susceptibility of a car to damage.
The House bill would require that before DOT issues a bumper standard it consider:
• The costs of implementing the standard and the resulting benefits.
• The effect of a standard "on the cost of insurance and prospective legal fees and costs."
• Savings "in terms of consumer time and inconvenience."
The bill also requires that bumper standards "not conflict with motor vehicle safety standards."
Some weeks ago the House committee rejected a subcommittee version of the bill that scrapped
standards-setting requirements and replaced them with a "consumer information" provision advocated by
the auto industry. The bill was sent back to the subcommittee, which, upon reconsideration, restored the
'itandards-setting authority.

Institute Profile Published
In response to numerous requests the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety has prepared a
brochure on its staff and activities. The publication will be mailed to Status Report readers
in the near fu ture.
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Congress Asked To Double State Safety Funds
The Department of Transportation has asked the Congress to double, by fiscal 1975, the amount
of money that may be allotted to states for highway safety programs under the National Highway
Safety Act of 1966. Further, it is asking that all the money come from the Highway Trust Fund.
The request, in the form of proposed amendments to the Highway Safety Act of 1966, was made
in a legislative package that DOT has sent to the Congress. Transportation Secretary John A. Volpe said
that these and other requested changes in the Act would "improve the department's effectiveness in
preventing highway accidents and deaths and injuries."
DOT is seeking to increase its highway safety authorizations (Sec. 402) to $180 million for fiscal
1974 and $250 million for fiscal 1975, as compared to $130 million for fiscal 1973. It has asked that
the Congress not put a ceiling on the amount that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
and the Federal Highway Administration are allowed to obligate for research and development (Sec.
403).
Under present law, two-thirds of the financing for federal-state highway safety programs come
from the Trust Fund. Volpe said that it is "appropriate" for programs under the Highway Safety Act to
receive "full financing" from the Trust Fund "since the cost of insuring the safe operation of highway
transportation is properly considered an integral part of the cost of that mode."
DOT is also asking the Congress to give it "more flexibility" in what it can do when a state fails
to have an "approved" highway safety program. It is requesting that the secretary be allowed to
withhold "all or a portion of a state's highway safety funds for the non-implementation of an approved
program." If the state remedies its failure within a specified period of time it "would receive the full
amoun t of funds" that had been withheld, Volpe said in a letter to the Congress.
Under present law a state would not be able to recoup funds that had been withheld due to
noncompliance. According to an NHTSA official, the change would "increase the probability" that DOT
would use the penalty clause. He said that the penalty provision as now written has not been used
because it is a "fairly drastic action."
The department is also requesting that:
• DOT be authorized to establish "national emphasis programs" that "have significant highway
accident, death and injury reduction potential." States would be required to include such projects in
their highway safety programs.
• An incentive program be authorized that would allow the secretary of transportation to award
$5 million annually to states that make "significant progress" in highway safety.
• Information collected by accident investigation teams not be admissible as evidence in court,
which would "facilitate" the gathering of accident data.
• States be allowed to use Sec. 402 funds for manpower training programs and certain demonstration projects. Currently such programs can be funded only with money earmarked by the Congress
for research and development.
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effectively notifying
announcements are a
Stem group that, "in
message you wish to
kind."

the owners of defective automobiles, we do not believe that the proposed
necessary or appropriate means toward that end." NBC also refused, telling the
our view, the 'scare' technique used in the announcements is inappropriate for the
convey, and in any event, our standards prohibit the use of 'scare' texts of any

A spokesman for the Stem law firm said that its announcements only "reiterate" warnings
already issued by GM and NHTSA. He added that, "because of the widespread danger to public health
and safety involved in the 7 million potentially defective Chevrolets, the networks have an affirmative
public service obligation to broadcast these announcements."
According to the firm, "ABC and CBS state that just two mentions of a recall (du.ring news
broadcasts) are sufficient to counteract five steady years of network advertising (of the cars)"-advertising
messages broadcast with all the drumbeat frequency that Chevrolet's massive television advertising
budget could command. This is tantamount to saying that the question of health hazards from cigarettes
would have been adequately covered solely by news broadcasts of the Surgeon General's findings, and
that one or two such news reports would have adequately balanced out the millions of dollars of
pro-cigarette advertising with which the networks have bombarded the American public."
The Center for Auto Safety claims that, even though GM has sent recall letters to Chevrolet
owners, in the past "some 30 per cent of cars subject to recalls were not brought in for necessary
repairs." According to the center, if "history were repeated in the Chevy campaign, over 2 million
dangerous automobiles would remain on the road."

House Panel To Investigate Highway Hazards
Congressional testimony on roadside "boobytraps" and signs that mislead drivers has prompted a
House subcommittee to take an "in depth look" at the problem. The House Committee on Public Works'
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight has randomly selected Tate County, Miss., as the site for its
investigation.
During three days of recent hearings the subcommittee heard testimony from a panel of highway
safety researchers and traffic engineers who corroborated testimony on deficiencies in the highway environment that the committee has heard over the last five years.
In opening the hearings SubcomJ11ittee Chairman Jim Wright (D-Tex.) said that earlier hearings had
shown that:
• "We installed guardrails incorrectly and cluttered roadsides with dangerous poles, signs and other
hazards.
• "We engineered into our road system, including some of the most modem Interstate highways,
such boobytraps as left-hand freeway entrance and exit ramps, inadequate shoulders, the requirement to
make almost impossible lane changes, and curlicues and loop-the-Ioops that tax even the most skillful
driver.
• "We resorted to signs, markings, signals and other methods of conveying information to the
motorist that sometimes left him more befuddled than informed."
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The witnesse~ testified ~hat those conditions still exist. One witness, William L. Sacks, executive
dIrector of the OhIO-based HIgh.wa y Safety Foundation, showed the subcommittee pictures depicting,
a~ong o~her hazards, poorly de.sI~~? freew~y entrances, street signs that are "too small to be read by a
d~ver g01~g the p?,sted speed lImIt, spear-lIke guardrails, faded or hidden railroad crossing markers and
hIghway sIgns that confuse the driver and lead to encounters with roadside hazards."
. ~ri~ht .said that his subcommittee plans to look for such hazards on federal, state and rural roads in
the MISSISSIPPI county.

Michigan Replacing Roadside ~Boobytraps'
The Michigan Highway Department is defusing many of its highway boobytraps by replacing
metal supports with breakaway wood supports on the majority of roadside signs in the state.
The replacement campaign-already under way-is expected to be complete by June 1976. The
wood posts, which are being used to support roadside signs of under 160 square feet, have been
weakened at strategic points to yield easily when hit by a car. The state is using metal sleeves set in
concrete into which the wood posts may be easily slipped for installation or replacement.
According to Traffic Safety For Michigan's Government Bulletin,"The success of the breakaway
post program is evidenced by the fact that the Department (of Highways) seldom is able to collect for
damages from a motorist: he was able to drive away from the scene."
The state is also reported to have installed energy absorbing safety cushions at a number of high
frequency crash locations. The devices range from plastic tubes filled with salt water to empty steel
drums.
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